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Our Best-Selling Dictionary for Students! This updated and expanded dictionary was created for

students in grades 3-6. An age-appropriate word list and kid-friendly definitions make it a favorite of

teachers, students and parents. Features of this Book 37,000 definitions of words kids use every

day Definitions written in clear, easy to understand language This North American edition has

Canadian words and spellings
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I purchased 3 of these for my children. Today when one of my children could not find the section for

words beginning with the letter M, I assumed she was being obstinate and defiant and started

threatening consequences. I then told her to find it in the next two minutes or she would be

punished. She brought me the dictionary and there are 65 pages missing. The dictionary not only

skips from page 246 to 311, 311-374 are duplicated.I am just pass the deadline for returning this

dictionary. It did not occur to me that I would need to go through to check it for accuracy or

completeness.If you purchase this dictionary please look through it, page by page to make sure

there are not missing sections or duplicated sections.

This helps my kids get a succinct and accurate definition for word learning. Recommended for

elementary grades only. Not sufficient for middle- and high schoolers.



Imagine my surprise when my son asks me for a dictionary! Of course I had to buy him one, but I

think I should have sprung for a hardcover version, as this soft one is already getting a bit

tattered/worn. Just a word of advice if your young one is not too careful.

Purchased this for my writing students-one class of 2nd & 3rd graders and another class of 4th &

5th graders. Works for both levels and will be able to be used for many years to come!

Bought this for my little cousin for school and I was surprised how cheap these books are nowadays

for kids. Even though google and the web has replaced many books, it is still great to carry this little

number around especially considering the price.

It doesnot have all the possible words in a kindergarten or middle schooler vocabulary, so would be

better if all the words are there, it is just a few words that they chose to put in the dictionary not all .

what is there to say about a dictionary?? it has everything you need in it - convenient in paperback,

so I travel with it to tutoring students so it is ideal for me. if I were using it at home I might want a

bigger hardback, but I couldn't use that with students away from home, so this is perfect. I didn't

really find any other brand besides Webster's so i'm not sure what the competition might be like, but

I am totally satisfied with this one

these are who are being used in a tutoring program for children in grades 4 & 5 who are learning

English. Most helpful
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